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Abstract: The paper presents an approach using such methods of multi-criteria 
analysis as SAW, LINMAP and TOPSIS in process of the election of potential 
innovation projects for one of the largest vertically integrated Ukrainian enterprises. 
The article is based on the results of the strategic analysis of the holding strategic 
business units and their subsequent evaluation using the methods mentioned above. 
The authors also provide recommendations on the specifics of the selection of 
assessment methods. 
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INTRODUCTION
The organizational efficiency is a complex concept, which can be characterized 

by a variety of methods, both quantitative and qualitative factors of different nature.
However, both development and economic justification of innovative projects require
information about the different areas of the enterprise's organizational activities and
can be obtained mainly by means of forecasts, expert evaluations based on the real 
numbers. Currently, all Ukrainian enterprises are in a situation, where they need to 
operate in an uncertain market, dynamism and turbulence, limitations of resources, 
weak infrastructure and informational asymmetry. All abovementioned factors cause
the need of using any methods, which can reduce impact of every single factor and 
make less influential human judgments during decision-making processes. Authorial
proposals were developed on the basis of "Interpipe Ukraine" investment group data.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The processes and tools for evaluating enterprise projects were investigated in 

the scientific papers of both Ukrainian and foreign scientists. Special attention was 
paid to the financial aspects of the innovative projects evaluation. It should be noted
that estimation of the effectiveness has always been an actual topic for research and 
discussions, especially in the field of project management. Currently, the main vector 
of research is shifting to alternative ways of project evaluation, in particular, multi-
criteria assessment methods, which are being investigated by such scientists as 
T. Saati, J.P. Brans, S. Opricovic, C.L. Hwang, K. Yoon, B. Roy, A. Kaklauskas, 
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E. Zavadskas, V. Balan, I. Drach, M. Ergot, O. Zhylinska, A. Rotshtein, R. Steuer, 
R. Yager et al. In their researches, scientists pay attention to the paradigm shift in the
project evaluation due to the exacerbation of external conditions and the increasing 
influence of innovative development on business as a whole.

The aim of the article is to study the possibilities of applying and adapting such 
multi-criteria analysis methods as SAW, LINMAP and TOPSIS for selecting 
perspective innovative projects using the example of one of the largest Ukrainian 
metallurgical enterprises, viz. "Interpipe Ukraine".

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
"Interpipe Ukraine" is a Ukrainian steel pipes manufacturer, one of the largest 

seamless pipe producers in the world, while it is one of the largest representatives of 
the Ukrainian metallurgical industry. After the Soviet Union collapse, this company 
had a short-term development vector, as well as other industry representatives, which 
did not implement any innovative projects, and as a result, lost competitiveness in 
the world market of steel finished products. Ukrainian industry was requalified to 
semi-finished goods with a low coefficient of added value producer. In the twentieth 
century, "Interpipe Ukraine" began production capacities upgrading, realizing the 
strategic importance of innovations and energy-efficient production.

Nowadays, "Interpipe Ukraine" is consistently implementing strategy of economic
and technological development aimed at improving product competitiveness and 
strengthening positions on the key markets. Using of new innovative projects, modern
equipment, expanding assortment of products, further improving its quality and 
performance properties are main areas of company's strategy. Continuing to be one 
of the largest steel companies in Ukraine, "Interpipe" adheres to the strategy of 
sustainable development of innovative activities according to the global trends and 
permanent consumer-orientation. This strategy is especially actual now, when the 
export market has undergone significant transformations due to detachment of the 
Russian sales market for "Interpipe". Due to the increased shortage of the export 
capacities, a significant reduction of the domestic market and the transformation of 
the world market, the company needs to increase production efficiency through the 
constant orientation to the foreign consumer requests.

Today, global trends in the toolkit of management decisions are multi-criteria 
methods of analysis, viz. they are the practical implementation of the system research 
structure in solving difficult and complex problems. To implement effectively the 
chosen development strategy, it is appropriate to identify a set of successful projects 
(alternatives) to address existing problems. We have applied such multi-criteria 
analysis methods as SAW, LINMAP and TOPSIS to determine, which of the projects 
will have the most significant impact on the company's success and, as a result, the 
most attractive for further investment.

There is a list of innovative alternatives of "Interpipe":
1. Producing cutting-edge premium connection�technology�JFEBEAR™�(premium

connection – PC). With this license agreement, "Interpipe" has expanded its product 
portfolio and is able to address customer requirements. It is a strategic step forward 
in developing a leading position in the narrow premium segment.
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2. New production site for finish precision machining of railway wheels (finish 
machining – FM). New facilities provide company with the ability to produce complex
products that are in high demand in Europe, the US and the MENA region.

3. Mastering the production of wheel sets for freight transport (wheel sets –WS).
4. New ring furnace commissioned at "Interpipe Niko Tube" (ring furnace – RF).

The main advantages of the new furnace are high production capacity, reduction in 
metal and natural gas consumption.

5. Big diameter seamless pipes producing (big diameter pipes – BDP). These 
production capacities are strategically important for "Interpipe", i.e. for distinguishing
among the competitors and making it possible to deliver high quality products in 
accordance with the requirements of European customers.

In order to address the problem of efficiency and export opportunities increasing 
for "Interpipe", it should be taken into account the following criteria: (a) the cost of 
the project; (b) possibility of increasing in capacity; (c) technology uniqueness; (d) 
the export potential; (e) the terms of implementation; (f) environmental friendliness 
of the project; (g) the level of vertical integration.

To apply the multi-criteria method of analysis SMART, first of all, we calculated 
weight coefficients for each of the defined criteria. After, the evaluation on a 100-
point scale was provided, where the most significant factors were evaluated with 100 
points (Table 1).

Table 1
Criteria evaluation with 100-point scale 

Criterion Points Calculation W

Possibility of increasing in capacity 50 50/470 0.11
The export potential 100 100/470 0.21
The level of vertical integration 75 75/470 0.16

Uniqueness of the technology 60 60/470 0.13
Environmental friendliness 30 30/470 0.06
The cost of the project 85 85/470 0.18
The terms of implementation 70 70/470 0.15

Sum 470 - 1.00
Source: developed by authors

Further alternatives were evaluated by means of SAW method. Firstly, the type 
of function was determined for each criterion, viz. descending (D) or ascending (A) 
(Table 2). Further marks were given for each of the alternatives based on the criteria. 
For such criteria as "Export potential", "Level of vertical integration", "Uniqueness 
of the technology" and "Environmental friendliness" evaluation was made by means 
of the expert 10-point scale. For the criterion of "Possibility of increasing in capacity", 
data was presented in thousand tons; for the "Cost of the project" – in millions of US 
dollars, and for "Terms of implementation" – in years.

According to the function type, resulting matrix was normalized for the ascending
type using formula xij = aij / max akj; for descending function type we have used 
formula xij = min akj /aij (Table 3).

After normalization of the matrix, a simple additive weighting rating method was 
used R(Ai)�=�∑�Wi�×�xij. Based on SAW method, results of the vector-rating are:
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Table 2
Alternatives evaluation

Alternative/Criterion

Type of function A A A A A D D
W 0.11 0.21 0.16 0.13 0.06 0.18 0.15

Premium connection (PC) 8 6 8 8 5 8 0.5
Finish machining (FM) 60 8 5 9 5 23.1 3
Wheel sets (WS) 10 7 5 8 5 2.2 4
Big diameter pipes (BDP) 8 5 5 6 5 0.8 0.5
Ring furnace (RF) 325 5 5 6 8 20 0.75

Source: developed by authors

Table 3
Alternatives evaluation

Alternative/Criterion

Type of function A A A A A D D
W 0.11 0.21 0.16 0.13 0.06 0.18 0.15

Premium connection (PC) 0.03 0.75 1.00 0.89 0.63 0.10 1.00
Finish machining (FM) 0.19 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.63 0.03 0.16
Wheel sets (WS) 0.03 0.88 0.63 0.89 0.63 0.36 0.13

Big diameter pipes (BDP) 0.02 0.63 0.63 0.67 0.63 1.00 1.00
Ring furnace (RF) 1.00 0.63 0.63 0.67 1.00 0.04 0.67

Source: developed by authors

(1) R(BDP) = 0.69; (2) R(PC) = 0.64; (3) R(RF) = 0.6; (4) R(FM) = 0.53; (5) 
R(WS) = 0.52. When LINMAP method is used, decision matrix is normalized with 
the help of formula:

Then, taking into account the type of the functions of the criteria, the ideal 
alternative is determined (x1

+, x2
+,�…,�x7

+). The final option is calculated as:

As higher parameter value is, as alternatives in the overall vector-rating less is. 
The results of the analysis using LINMAP method alternatives were: (1) S(RF) = 0.30;
(2) S(PC) = 0.34; (3) S(BDP) = 0.36; (4) S(WS) = 0.43; (5) S(FM) = 0.46.

To estimate alternatives by TOPSIS method, normalized matrix of the LINMAP 
method was used, which was weighted with coefficients of the criteria uij = wj × xij
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and found to be ideally positive (u1
+, u2

+,�…,�u7
+) and ideally negative (u1

-, u2
-,�…,�u7

-)
solution. After that, the indicators were calculated with the help of equations:

; and 

According to the TOPSIS analysis, the following rating vector was obtained: (1) 
Q(BDP) = 0.60; (2) Q(PC) = 0.54; (3) Q(RF) = 0.53; (4) Q(WS) = 0.45; (5) Q(FM) = 0.26.

To determine the consistency of the results of the analysis on different methods, 
the coefficient of concordance equal to w = 0.778 was calculated, which indicates a 
high level of consistency of the results.

By applied results of SMART, LINMAP and TOPSIS methods, TOP-3 vector-
rating are projects: (1) producing with cutting-edge premium connection technology, 
(2) new ring furnace, and (3) big diameter seamless pipes producing. It means that 
these initiatives are strategically important for the "Interpipe" investment group due 
to the implementation of the new strategy of technical and economic development 
of the company aimed to increase the competitiveness of products and strengthen the 
position on the key markets.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Successful formalization of semi-structured tasks when making decisions in the 

management of innovative activities is associated with the need to take into account 
a significant number of qualitative and quantitative attributes, various factors of 
objective and subjective nature and their multidimensionality.

One of the ways to solve such problem is using of multi-criteria analysis tools.
Our research paper demonstrated the possibility of using multi-criteria evaluation 

methods (SMART, SAW, LINMAP, and TOPSIS) for determination of investment 
priorities, along with checking the consistency (based on the concordance index) of 
the ranking results of alternative options, minimizes selection errors and ensures the 
selection of the most promising innovative projects for one of the largest Ukrainian 
vertically integrated metallurgical enterprises "Interpipe Ukraine".

It is established that the complex implementation of methods of multi-criteria 
analysis and analysis of the sensitivity of the conducted evaluation results depending 
on the change in the weighting factors will make it possible to increase the validity 
of managerial decisions.

Further research may be aimed at developing a methodology for projects selection
that would (a) made options to avoid compensatory effects when evaluating alternatives;
(b) provided the process of integrated project evaluation using multi-criteria analysis 
tools of alternative variants taking into account data fuzziness (in the form of intervals
or verbal information), in particular methods of the so-called fuzzy logic.
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